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FlowIoT: Laboratory System Configurator Tool 

1 CONTEXT 
Building microfluidic flow chemistry setups at present needs multidisciplinary knowledge, including a deep understanding of 
the technology, as well as the application. The goal of this project is to develop a prototype for a laboratory system 
configurator tool, which could serve a similar purpose as EDA (electronics design automation) tools to in circuit design, e.g. 
Fritzing (https://fritzing.org/). Such a tool would greatly simplify the design process, and with design rule checking could help 
ensure compatibility between components. The project includes website development and database management. The thesis 
topic can be taken by both BSc and MSc students, objectives for an MSc thesis are separately marked. Upon successful 
completion of all MSc thesis objectives, results will be used in ETAg project PRG620.  

2 OBJECTIVES 
- Research existing literature on visual/flow-based programming and their application to system configuration 
- Evaluate existing technological solutions to the problem of system configurator tools, assess and compare their 

performance 
- Define system requirements and system architecture - object property database, object placement, interfacing, 

design rule checking etc. 
- Implement software demonstrator prototype (minimally object placement)  
- [MSc thesis] Implement object property database and add example objects 
- [MSc thesis] Implement interfacing of objects 
- [MSc thesis] Implement design rule checking 
- [MSc thesis] Demonstrate the configuration of an example laboratory setup (from components used in ETAg 

PRG620 project)  

3 PREREQUISITES 
- Experience in website development (JavaScript, HTML/CSS) 
- Some experience in relational databases (e.g. Firebase, mySQL) 
- Self-motivation and the ability to work independently 
- Interest in microfluidics and Lab-on-a-Chip research  
- Interest in automation of analytical/flow chemistry/bioanalytical setups 
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